Our Mission
Zakat Foundation of America fosters giving to alleviate the immediate needs of poor communities and to establish long-term development projects that ensure individual and community growth.

Our Vision
Zakat Foundation of America is unique among humanitarian organizations in advancing zakat as a vehicle for social change. Zakat Foundation channels the egalitarian spirit of zakat into a global vision of social development that transcends national boundaries, and stands as the foremost authority on interpreting zakat as a factor for positive change.

Food Security
Ramadan, Fidya, Kaffarah

Udhiya / Qurbani

Orphan Sponsorship

Emergency Relief

Health & Wellness

Quality Education

Sustainable Livelihoods

Refugee Empowerment

Clean Water & Sanitation

On average, every year...

50K poor
8M people receive life-saving aid
32K people are given food-security
70K people are fostered and cared for

50K orphans receive access to education

On average, every year...

25K people receive medical care and mental health counseling

people now have clean, safe water

Our Work
Rwanda
Kosovo
Macau
Venezuela
Costa Rica
Puerto Rico (U.S.)
Ivory Coast
Dagestan

10K
75K
58K
50K

Poor children receive access to education
Orphans and vulnerable children are fostered and cared for
Refugee lives are rebuilt through education, healthcare and shelter

Our Impact
3 Ways to Donate
Administrative 11%
Fundraising 6%
Programs 83%
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Our Work

- ZAKAT, SADAQA, AQEEQAH
- SADAQA JARIYAH
- FOOD SECURITY
- RAMADAN, FIDYA, KAFFARAH
- UDHIYA / QURBANI
- ORPHAN SPONSORSHIP
- EMERGENCY RELIEF
- HEALTH & WELLNESS
- QUALITY EDUCATION
- SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
- REFUGEE EMPOWERMENT
- CLEAN WATER & SANITATION
On average, every year...

50K **WAR & DISASTER** victims receive **LIFE-SAVING AID**

8M poor and **HUNGRY** people are given **FOOD-SECURITY**

32K impoverished people gain **SELF-SUFFICIENCY** and a **SUSTAINABLE INCOME**

70K **REFUGEE** lives are **REBUILT** through education, healthcare and shelter

10K poor **CHILDREN** receive access to **EDUCATION**

75K **ORPHANS** and vulnerable children are **FOSTERED** and cared for

58K receive **MEDICAL** care and **MENTAL HEALTH** counseling

50K people now have **CLEAN**, safe **WATER**
POVERTY KNOWS NO RELIGION
— Khalil Demir, ZF Executive Director
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3 WAYS TO DONATE
WWW.ZAKAT.ORG
1.888.ZAKAT.US (1.888.925.2887)
PO BOX 639 Worth, IL 60482